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Kickstart your kids' LEGO creativity with Sarah Dees' biggest and best book yet in the
bestselling series, with more than 300,000 books from the series in print.This huge collection of
action-packed projects will bring fresh life to your tubs of bricks and get LEGO® lovers of all
levels inspired to build for days. Dive into your own LEGO® world filled with new and amazing
creations—from sleek, aerodynamic race cars to fairytale creatures, secret spy headquarters
and everything in between.Step-by-step pictures combined with detailed instructions and helpful
parts lists make Sarah’s projects accessible for tinkerers of any age. Explore far and wide with
an adventurer ATV, military humvee or a mini animal safari. Meet mischievous trolls and a
friendly spiketailed dragon. Build your family’s dream seaside vacation, complete with a surf
shack, ice cream stand and pirate ship. Construct a customizable bedroom that looks just like
your own or the classroom in your school.Silly stories and scene suggestions will inspire
countless hours of play, making this the perfect gift for kids who crave variety in their LEGO®
building. There’s no limit to what you can imagine and create with this awesome collection!
Collect the whole series with Sarah Dees' other bestselling LEGO books:- Incredible LEGO®
Creations from Space with Bricks You Already Have- Genius LEGO® Inventions with Bricks You
Already Have- Awesome LEGO® Creations with Bricks You Already Have- Epic LEGO®
Adventures with Bricks You Already Have



TheBIG BOOKofAMAZINGLEGO®CREATIONSwith BricksYou Already HaveSARAH
DEESauthor of the bestselling LEGO® Creations book seriesand creator of Frugal Fun for Boys
and GirlsBegin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying
thisPage Street Publishing Co. ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new
releases and other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atThe author and
publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You may not make this e-
book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the
copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the
publisher at: .TO JORDAN AND OUR LEGO-LOVING KIDS—AIDAN, GRESHAM, OWEN,
JONATHAN AND JANIE. IT’S AMAZING TO INVENT NEW LEGO PROJECTS WITH YOU ALL!
CHECK OUT THE OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIESHOW TO USE THIS BOOKWelcome,
LEGO fans! If you love to build, construct, design, create and imagine, this book is for you.
These next couple of pages will help you get the most out of this big book of amazing building
ideas.FIRST, ACTIVATE YOUR IMAGINATION!Get ready to build awesome vehicles, city
scenes, robots, fairytale creatures and even works of art made out of bricks. This book is all
about IMAGINATION! The goal is not for you to build everything exactly like the pictures. Instead,
the idea is to inspire you to take your big tub of random bricks and taken-apart sets and build
new and amazing things with them.The projects in this book will teach you some new building
techniques and give you fresh ideas to inspire you to create some really cool things with your
bricks. Think of the ideas here as a launching point for you to imagine and build creations of your
own.THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL HELP YOU BUILD.Many of the projects in this book have step-
by-step instructions. These instructions are not exactly the same as the LEGO manuals that
come with a set. You can use the pictures to see which bricks to add next and where to put them.
The captions with the pictures will also tell you which bricks to put where, and they’ll help you
figure out the names of the bricks being used in each step, in case you want to order individual
bricks to supplement what you have.If you don’t have the exact pieces shown, that’s totally okay.
You can substitute different colors or even different types of bricks. In fact, you may discover a
modification for a project that actually makes it better! And if you really DO want your project to
look just like the one in the book, I’ll explain how to order individual bricks in just a moment.TRY
ORGANIZING YOUR BRICKS.Some kids like to organize their bricks and some don’t. It’s totally
up to you! But it can definitely be faster and easier to build when your bricks are sorted.If you’ve
never organized your bricks before, just start making piles. Put all the wheels together, all the
minifigure parts together, all the basic bricks together and so on. You might want to separate out
plates with handles and clips that form joints and bricks that have modifications added to them
like wheel holders, bars or clips. Another helpful idea is just to sort out tiny pieces from larger
bricks. You can sort by color or you can sort by shape. The important thing is to develop a
system that helps you know where to find the piece you’re looking for.THERE ARE TWO TYPES



OF PROJECTS IN THIS BOOK.This book contains both step-by-step projects and creative
challenges. The projects that have full step-by-step instructions have a parts list included that
lists every brick you’ll need to complete the project as shown.The creative challenges have a key
elements list that names the most important pieces. The creative challenges are meant to be just
that—creative! Use our ideas as a launching point, but build them the way you want. For
example, when building the Cozy Bedroom project here, you can customize it to look like your
own bedroom, or you can design your dream room. It’s up to you!You can use both the parts lists
and the key elements lists to organize your bricks before building or to figure out which bricks
you need if there is something that you don’t have on hand. Please note that a few of the simple
creative challenges are exceptions-they have full parts lists, but they don’t have full
instructions.ORDER INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS ONLINE IF YOU WANT TO SUPPLEMENT THE
BRICKS YOU HAVE.If there is a project that you want to build just like the picture but you don’t
have all the pieces, it’s easy to order the bricks you want. One option is to order through the Pick-
A-Brick or Bricks & Pieces sections of Lego.com. You can select the bricks you want by using the
brick name or the ID number. Each LEGO brick has a very tiny ID number, usually located on the
bottom of the brick. These numbers can be hard to see, but once you find the number, you can
enter it on Lego.com and find the exact element you need. Note that the ID number is specific to
the brick shape only, not the color.Another great option for ordering individual LEGO bricks is to
visit BrickLink.com. Brick Link is a site that hosts many different sellers of LEGO bricks. You can
buy individual bricks, both new and used, as well as minifigures and new or retired sets. The
prices on Brick Link are related to supply and demand, so you’ll pay a lower price for a basic
brick in a common color than you will for a rare collectible minifigure.Keep in mind that each
seller on Brick Link charges separately for shipping, so you’ll want to find one seller that has
several different things you need. You don’t want to order seven types of bricks from seven
different vendors and pay a separate shipping fee each time! In addition, be aware that some
Brick Link sellers have a minimum purchase amount that you must meet before ordering.The
Brick Link site has a helpful color guide, and the colors are also listed on the Pick-A-Brick
section of Lego.com. One difference, however, is that Brick Link’s color guide includes both
current and discontinued colors. The Brick Link color system is used in this book, but please
note that the current light gray and dark gray bricks are actually referred to as light bluish gray
and dark bluish gray on Brick Link.Be sure to get permission from your grown-ups before making
any purchases, and get their help when using websites such as Brick Link and the official LEGO
site!BRICK GUIDEDid you know that LEGO bricks have names? You may not know any brick
names because you don’t need to know the names of the bricks to put together a LEGO set. The
names aren’t even used in the instructions. However, if you want to order individual LEGO
elements online, you’ll need to know either the names of the bricks or their ID numbers.There
are thousands of different LEGO elements available. This brick guide does not describe every
type of brick, but it will help you understand the names and categories of the bricks you’ll need
for the projects in this book.Remember, if you want to search for a brick by its ID number, you



can find the tiny ID number printed on each brick, usually on the underside. Once you have the
number, you can enter it on the Pick-A-Brick or Bricks & Pieces sections of Lego.com or on
BrickLink.com and easily find the LEGO element you are looking for.Please note that the names
for bricks vary depending on whether you are using Lego.com or Brick Link. This book primarily
uses the Brick Link system of names, although the names of some bricks have been changed or
simplified for clarity. For example, you’ll see bricks labeled “windscreens” on BrickLink.com, but
in this book I call them “windshields.”BRICKSThese are bricks. Count the number of studs to
determine the size. For example, the yellow brick is a 2 x 8 and the red brick is a 1 x
2.MODIFIED BRICKSBricks can be modified in many different ways. They may have extra studs
on the side like the tan brick in the picture, a modified shape such as a curved top like the lime
green brick in the picture or added clips and pins. The light gray brick has two added pins, and
the dark gray brick has a clip. If a LEGO element you are looking for is brick-shaped with
something extra added to it, you’ll probably find it under modified bricks.PLATES AND TILESThe
flat bricks are called plates. A plate is one-third the height of a regular brick. Plates are also
referred to by size. The dark gray plate in this photo is a 2 x 6. Tiles are plates that do not have
any studs on the top, such as the 2 x 2 dark gray tile in the photo.MODIFIED PLATESAs you
might have guessed, modified plates are plates that have been modified in some way. They may
have an added clip like the yellow plate, a handle like the dark gray plate or a wheel holder, for
example. Some have a pin hole or even a ladder. The dark tan plate in the photo is a 1 x 2 plate
with one stud on top and is also called a jumper plate.SLOPESSlope bricks are bricks that have
an angled top. They are referred to as “slopes” on Brick Link and “roof tiles” on Pick-A-Brick. The
blue brick in the picture is a 2 x 3 slope. The lime green brick is a 1 x 3 curved slope because it
has a rounded top. The orange brick is a 2 x 2 inverted slope because it slopes the opposite
way.ROUND BRICKSThese are round bricks, and they are measured in size the same way as
square and rectangular bricks. The dark gray brick is a 4 x 4 round brick. The lime green brick is
a 2 x 2 dome. There are also round plates that are the same height as the other plates but round
in shape.CONESCone bricks are quite useful, and they are used in this book. The translucent
light blue brick is a 1 x 1 cone. The yellow brick is a 2 x 2 x 2 cone, meaning that it is 2 studs by 2
studs, and it is also 2 bricks high.BRACKETSBrackets are so useful for adding pieces on the
side of a creation. They are called “brackets” on Brick Link, and Pick-A-Brick refers to them as
“angle plates.” The light gray bracket is a 1 x 2—1 x 4, and the larger dark gray bracket is a 1 x 2
—2 x 2. The smaller dark gray bracket is an inverted bracket because the second side goes up
instead of down. It’s called a 1 x 2—1 x 2 bracket, inverted.WEDGE PLATESThese plates are
called wedge plates. The dark blue one is a 3 x 3 wedge plate with cut corners. Some wedge
plates have a right or left orientation. The lime green plate is a 2 x 3 wedge plate, left. The dark
gray plate is a 3 x 6 wedge plate, right.TECHNIC BRICKS AND ELEMENTSThis book uses a
few Technic elements, but don’t be concerned! Technic elements are used widely in lots of
LEGO sets, not just Technic sets. There is a good chance that you own many of them already.
Technic bricks, like the red brick in the photo, are bricks that have holes. Some of the 1 x 2



Technic bricks have axle-shaped holes, like the dark gray brick in the photo. On Brick Link, the
blue element is a 1 x 7 Technic liftarm. The LEGO site refers to these as “beams.”AMAZING
VEHICLESTake your vehicle building skills to a whole new level with these inspiring designs!
Construct some sweet race cars or build a rugged ATV that is ready for an outdoor adventure.
Learn how to build a realistic military tank and Humvee, and then set up an epic battle scene.
Each of these vehicles can be customized in the colors you want, and you can swap out different
wheel types or make modifications to the design. Once you’ve built your vehicles, use your
completed projects to create awesome scenes like a car show or a mountain expedition.1960s
RACE CARSTEP-BY-STEPThis stylish race car combines high performance with sleek design.
Build this 1960s-style car in any color scheme you choose. Make it a solid color or give it racing
stripes. This car is patterned after the 1960s Plymouth Superbird, which was designed for
NASCAR racing and was also available in limited numbers for consumers to purchase. It’s a
sweet-looking car!PARTS LISTDARK GRAY BRICKS1—4 x 6 plate4—2 x 6 plates1—2 x 4
plate2—1 x 6 plates1—2 x 2 plate1—1 x 4 plate3—1 x 2 plates1—2 x 4 brick1—1 x 2 brick2—2
x 2 bricks4—1 x 4 curved slopes1—2 x 4 curved slope1—2 x 3 slope2—1 x 2 x 2 slopes2—2 x
4 tiles1—1 x 6 tile2—1 x 8 tiles2—1 x 2 tiles1—1 x 4 plate with two studs2—2 x 4 Technic bricks
with holes and a 2 x 2 cutout2—2 x 2 round plates with a rounded bottomLIGHT GRAY BRICKS1
—2 x 3 plate2—2 x 2 plates2—1 x 3 platesRED BRICKS1—4 x 4 plate1—2 x 4 plate3—1 x 6
plates4—1 x 1 plates1—2 x 2 brick2—1 x 4 bricks6—1 x 1 bricks4—2 x 2 slopes, inverted2—1 x
2 slopes, inverted2—1 x 3 slopes, inverted2—1 x 4 curved slopes2—1 x 3 slopes4—1 x 1
slopes, 30 degree4—1 x 1 round plates4—1 x 4 tiles4—1 x 1 tiles2—4 x 2½ x 1 vehicle
mudguards with archBLACK BRICKS1—4 x 10 vehicle base1—2 x 4 plate1—2 x 3 plate1—2 x
2 plate2—1 x 6 plates1—1 x 4 plate1—1 x 2 plate2—2 x 2 corner plates1—1 x 2 brick1—2 x 2
slope, inverted4—1 x 4 curved inverted slopes3—1 x 2—1 x 2 brackets, inverted2—1 x 1 round
platesASSORTED BRICKS1—2 x 2 x 2 white slope2—1 x 2 white plates1—steering wheel4—
tan Technic axle pins without friction ridges1—4 x 3 x 2 windshield2—1 x 1 translucent red
round plates4—wheels with axle holesSTEP 1: To build the base of the car, find two 2 x 6 dark
gray plates, a 4 x 10 black vehicle base, two 1 x 6 black plates and two 1 x 1 black round
plates.STEP 2: Attach the two 2 x 6 dark gray plates to the vehicle base as shown.STEP 3: Flip
over the vehicle base. Attach the 1 x 6 black plates and the 1 x 1 black round plates to the
underside of the dark gray plates. Then find two more 2 x 6 dark gray plates and a 2 x 3 black
plate.STEP 4: Add the two 2 x 6 dark gray plates and the 2 x 3 black plate to the underside of the
vehicle.STEP 5: Turn the vehicle right side up again. Then add a steering wheel, two 1 x 3 light
gray plates and two 1 x 1 red slopes (30 degree).STEP 6: Place a 1 x 1 red brick and a 1 x 1 red
slope (30 degree) on each side of the steering wheel. Attach a 2 x 2 x 2 white slope to make the
back of the driver’s seat.STEP 7: Find a 1 x 2 black plate, a 2 x 3 light gray plate and a 2 x 2 light
gray plate.STEP 8: Attach the 1 x 2 black plate to the very back of the vehicle base. Then add
the 2 x 3 light gray plate in the back and the 2 x 2 light gray plate in the front.STEP 9: Place a 2 x
4 red plate on top of a 4 x 4 red plate. Add this to the front of the car. Then find two red vehicle



mudguards.STEP 10: Attach the mudguards to the top of the 4 x 4 red plate.STEP 11: Add a 2 x
2 red brick in between the mudguards. Then attach a 1 x 2 dark gray tile and two 1 x 1 red
tiles.STEP 12: Find the bricks shown for building the front hood.STEP 13: Use a 1 x 6 red plate
to connect the curved slopes. If you don’t have the exact pieces shown, adapt the design with
what you have. Make the hood a solid color by using three 2 x 4 curved slopes instead of the
bricks shown.STEP 14: Turn the hood section upside down. Add a 1 x 1 red plate on one side
and place a 1 x 3 inverted slope on top of it, as shown. Repeat on the other side.STEP 15:
Attach the hood to the front of the car.STEP 16: Use a 1 x 4 black plate to connect four 1 x 4
black inverted curved slopes.STEP 17: Turn the vehicle over. Add the black curved slopes to the
front of the car. Then gather the bricks shown.STEP 18: Add two 2 x 2 black corner plates to the
front of the vehicle. This will help secure the bricks in that area.STEP 19: Place two 2 x 2 dark
gray round plates with a curved bottom on the underside of the car.STEP 20: Turn the car over
again. Add a 1 x 1 red brick on either side of the seat, and place two 2 x 2 red inverted slopes on
the back of the car. Then find a 1 x 2 dark gray brick, a 1 x 2 dark gray plate and two 1 x 2 white
plates.STEP 21: Stack the white plates. Then, stack the dark gray brick and plate.STEP 22:
Attach the two white plates to the top of the seat and then add the dark gray brick and plate
behind the seat.STEP 23: Add a 2 x 2 dark gray brick in between the red inverted slopes. Then
add two 1 x 1 red bricks.STEP 24: Attach a 2 x 4 dark gray plate and a 1 x 4 dark gray plate to
the back of the car. Then add a 2 x 2 light gray plate. Find two 1 x 4 red bricks and two 1 x 2 red
inverted slopes.STEP 25: Place one 1 x 4 red brick and one 1 x 2 red inverted slope on each
side of the car.STEP 26: Add a 1 x 6 dark gray plate to each side of the car. Then find two 1 x 8
dark gray tiles. Substitute with smaller tiles to fill in the same amount of space if you need
to.STEP 27: Attach a tile on each side of the car. Add a 2 x 3 dark gray slope on top of the white
seat and the 2 x 2 light gray plate. Then attach a 1 x 2 black brick to the underside of a 2 x 4 dark
gray brick. Find a 4 x 6 dark gray plate.STEP 28: Add the dark gray brick with the black brick
attached to the back of the car.STEP 29: Attach the 4 x 6 plate on top of the dark gray brick you
added in step 28.STEP 30: Turn the car over and add two 2 x 2 red inverted slopes and a 2 x 2
dark gray brick. Then find a 2 x 2 black inverted slope.STEP 31: Attach the 2 x 2 black inverted
slope to the underside of the car as shown.STEP 32: Gather the bricks shown for building the
taillights.STEP 33: Use a 1 x 4 dark gray plate with two studs to connect three 1 x 2—1 x 2
inverted brackets. Then add a 1 x 2 dark gray tile and two 1 x 1 translucent red round
plates.STEP 34: Attach the taillight assembly to the back of the car. Then find two 1 x 2 dark gray
plates, two 1 x 1 red plates and two 1 x 4 dark gray curved slopes.STEP 35: Place a 1 x 1 red
plate and a 1 x 2 dark gray plate on each side just in front of the taillight assembly. Then add a 1
x 4 dark gray curved slope on each side.STEP 36: Find a 1 x 4 red tile, a 1 x 3 red slope, a 1 x 6
red plate and a 1 x 1 red tile. Attach them as shown with the 1 x 6 plate on the bottom. Then
make a second one of these.STEP 37: Attach these red slope sections to the car as shown.
Then find a 2 x 4 black plate, a 2 x 4 dark gray tile, a 1 x 6 dark gray tile and two 1 x 2 x 2 dark
gray slopes.STEP 38: Build the wing on the back of the car using the two slope bricks and the 1



x 6 dark gray tile. Place the 2 x 4 black plate between the red bricks, and then add a 2 x 4 dark
gray tile on top of it.STEP 39: Add a 3 x 2 windshield to the car, and then find a 2 x 4 dark gray
tile and two 1 x 4 red tiles for the roof.STEP 40: Attach the tiles to the roof. Then find the bricks
shown for building the wheels. The wheel holders are called 2 x 4 Technic bricks with holes and
a 2 x 2 cutout.STEP 41: Use tan axle pins to attach the wheels to the Technic bricks. Add red 1 x
1 round plates to the wheels for extra decoration. Add a 2 x 2 dark gray plate to the Technic brick
that holds the front wheels. You can substitute different wheels and wheel holders based on
what you have.STEP 42: Attach the wheels, and your 1960s race car is complete!Here’s a way
to modify the design a bit and create a car that looks more like a muscle car: Instead of building
the wing on the back of the car, give it a square back end. This car looks really awesome with
one large stripe down the center!AWESOME HOT RODSSTEP-BY-STEPCar fans love to modify
and improve their cars, and hot rods are the perfect vehicles to tinker with and customize! Build
some awesome hot rods with powerful engines and give them cool designs with great colors
and flames on the sides. Then build a hot rod shop equipped with tools for making
modifications.PARTS LISTBLACK BRICKS2—2 x 6 plates4—1 x 4 plates2—1 x 3 plates3—1 x
2 plates2—2 x 2 plates1—2 x 4 brick3—1 x 4 bricks2—1 x 1 bricks2—1 x 1 bricks with a stud on
the side (headlight)2—1 x 4 x 1 panels2—1 x 2 grills1—2 x 4 brick, modified with wheel holders
and a 2 x 2 cutoutRED BRICKS1—4 x 4 plate2—2 x 4 plates2—2 x 3 plates1—1 x 4 plate1—1 x
2 plate2—2 x 3 bricks1—1 x 2 brick1—2 x 4 x 1 curved slope with four recessed studs2—1 x 1
slopes, 30 degree1—steering wheelDARK GRAY BRICKS1—4 x 12 vehicle base with a 4 x 2
recessed center and smooth underside1—2 x 4 Technic brick with holes and a 2 x 2 cutout2—2
x 2 plates2—1 x 1 tiles with a clip on top1—1 x 2 slope, 30 degree with printed dialsLIGHT
GRAY BRICKS1—2 x 4 plate2—2 x 2 plates1—1 x 2 plate1—1 x 2—1 x 2 bracket1—1 x 2—1 x
2 bracket, inverted1—1 x 2—1 x 4 bracket1—1 x 2 grill1—1 x 4 curved slope, double1—1 x 2
plate with bar handles2—1 x 1 bricks with a stud on the side4—1 x 1 round platesASSORTED
BRICKS1—1 x 4 yellow curved slope, double1—2 x 3 yellow plate1—1 x 2 yellow brick2—1 x 2
white grills2—tan Technic axle pins2—1 x 2 x 1 clear panels2—1 x 2 clear plates2—1 x 1 clear
round plates2—1 x 2 translucent red round plates2—Waves Rounded with Base Rim (Flame)2—
wheels with axle holes2—wheels with a hole for a wheel holderSTEP 1: Gather the bricks shown
for building the base of the hot rod.STEP 2: Place a 2 x 4 light gray plate and a 2 x 2 light gray
plate inside the vehicle base.STEP 3: Attach the steering wheel to a 1 x 2 red plate. Attach a 1 x
2 slope with printed dials to a 1 x 2 red brick. Then place both of these inside the vehicle
base.STEP 4: Place a 2 x 4 red plate and a 2 x 2 light gray plate on the back of the car. Add a 2 x
2 black plate and a 1 x 2 black plate on the front of the car.STEP 5: Find a 2 x 6 black plate, a 1 x
4 black brick, a 1 x 1 black brick, a 1 x 1 black brick with a stud on the side (headlight) and a 1 x
4 x 1 black panel for building the side of the car.STEP 6: Attach the panel to the 2 x 6 plate.STEP
7: Add the three black bricks next to the panel as shown.STEP 8: Place a 1 x 1 red slope (30
degree), a 1 x 2 black grill and a 1 x 3 black plate on top of the bricks. Then attach a 1 x 1 dark
gray tile with a clip on top to the brick that has a stud on the side.STEP 9: Make a second one of



these. It should be a mirror image of the first.STEP 10: Attach the sides to the vehicle
base.STEP 11: Find a 1 x 4 black brick, a 2 x 4 black brick, a 2 x 2 black plate, two 1 x 2 x 1 clear
panels, two 1 x 2 clear plates, four 1 x 1 light gray round plates and a 1 x 2 light gray plate with
bar handles.STEP 12: Use the 2 x 2 plate to connect the 1 x 4 brick and the 2 x 4 brick. Then
add two 1 x 2 clear plates.STEP 13: Make an exposed engine by adding a 1 x 2 plate with bar
handles and four 1 x 1 light gray round plates.STEP 14: Make the windshield by adding two 1 x 2
x 1 clear panels. Then attach the engine to the vehicle base.STEP 15: Gather the bricks shown
for building the front grill and headlights for your hot rod.STEP 16: Grab a 1 x 2 yellow brick.
Attach a 1 x 2—1 x 2 bracket to the top of it and attach a 1 x 2—1 x 2 inverted bracket to the
bottom.STEP 17: Place a 1 x 4 yellow double curved slope on top of the bracket. Then attach a 1
x 1 light gray brick with a stud on the side to each end. Add 1 x 1 clear round plates to make
headlights.STEP 18: Attach a 2 x 3 yellow plate to the headlight assembly. Then find two 1 x 2
white grills and a 1 x 4 light gray double curved slope.STEP 19: Place the white grills and light
gray curved slope on the headlight assembly.STEP 20: Attach the headlight assembly to the
front of the hot rod.STEP 21: Grab four 1 x 4 black plates. Make two stacks with two plates in
each one.STEP 22: Attach the sets of two 1 x 4 black plates to the underside of the hot rod, one
on each side.STEP 23: Gather the bricks shown for building the curved back end of the hot
rod.STEP 24: Attach two 2 x 3 red bricks to a 4 x 4 red plate. Then add a 1 x 4 red plate.STEP
25: Add a 1 x 4 x 1 curved slope with four recessed studs.STEP 26: Fill in the remaining space
with two 2 x 3 red plates.STEP 27: Attach the red section to the back of the hot rod.STEP 28:
Gather the bricks shown for building the front wheels. The wheels will be attached to a 2 x 4
black brick modified with wheel holders and a 2 x 2 cutout.STEP 29: Connect the wheels to the
wheel holders. Then add a 2 x 2 dark gray plate in the center and a 1 x 2 black plate on each
side.STEP 30: To make the car look like an awesome hot rod, you’ll want to make the back
wheels larger than the front wheels. Grab the bricks shown for the back wheels.STEP 31: Place
a 2 x 2 dark gray plate in the center of a 2 x 4 dark gray Technic brick with holes and a 2 x 2
cutout. Then add a 1 x 2—1 x 4 light gray bracket and a 1 x 2 light gray plate.STEP 32: Add two 1
x 1 translucent red round plates and a 1 x 2 light gray grill to the bracket. Then insert two tan axle
pins.STEP 33: Attach the wheels to the axles, and then attach the wheel assembly to the
car.STEP 34: Give the car a finishing touch by attaching flames to the dark gray clips on the
sides of the car. Your hot rod is complete and ready to rev its engine!Now use the picture to try
making a different style of hot rod. This one is built on a base of plates rather than using a
vehicle base. Unlike the first hot rod, this car also has a flat windshield and a roof. The exposed
engine on this hot rod is built from hinge bricks with a 1 x 1 black round plate and 1 x 1 dark gray
round tiles attached to them.If you prefer an open design, this same car also looks great without
a roof. Use clear panels for the windshield instead of a full-sized windshield.Now set up a hot rod
shop! Build a rolling tool cart to hold all the things your minifigures will need to fix up their
cars.Your minifigures can swap out the tires for different ones or add more power to the hot rod’s
engine. Or maybe they’ll want to try making the car a different color or adding a different style of



headlights. So many possibilities!CLASSIC POLICE CARSTEP-BY-STEPGet ready to go after
the bad guys with an awesome police car! This patrol car features a classic design, translucent
bricks that mimic flashing lights and a trunk that really opens in case you need to store some
extra handcuffs or radios. Your police officers will have no trouble chasing down the bank robber
with this powerful car!PARTS LISTBLUE BRICKS1—2 x 4 brick2—1 x 4 bricks1—1 x 4 brick with
four studs on the side2—1 x 1 bricks with a stud on the side (headlight)5—1 x 6 plates7—1 x 4
plates7—1 x 2 plates4—1 x 1 plates3—2 x 4 plates1—2 x 2 plate6—1 x 2 slopes, inverted4—1
x 4 tiles1—1 x 2 tile4—1 x 1 slopes, 30 degree2—2 x 1 slopes, 45 degree with cutout without
studDARK GRAY BRICKS1—4 x 4 plate2—2 x 6 plates1—2 x 4 plate3—1 x 6 plates2—1 x 4
plates2—1 x 1—1 x 1 brackets, inverted2—1 x 2 slopes with four slots1—1 x 2 plate with door
railLIGHT GRAY BRICKS2—1 x 2 plates with a handle on the side2—1 x 1 plates2—1 x 1 plates
with a vertical clip2—1 x 1—1 x 1 brackets2—1 x 2 plates with a clip on the side1—2 x 2 round
plate1—2 x 4 tile1—steering wheelWHITE BRICKS1—4 x 4 plate2—1 x 4 plates1—1 x 2 plate2
—1 x 1 plates2—1 x 2 plates with door rail1—1 x 2—1 x 2 bracket1—1 x 2—2 x 2 bracket,
inverted1—1 x 2—1 x 2 bracket, inverted1—2 x 4 tile2—1 x 2 x 1 panels1—2 x 2 curved slope1
—1 x 2 slope, 30 degree1—4 x 4 x  wedge, triple curved1—2 x 4 x 1 curved slope with four
recessed studsASSORTED BRICKS1—4 x 10 black vehicle base with a 4 x 2 recessed center1
—2 x 4 black plate2—1 x 1 black plates with a light attachment2—1 x 4 black plates with wheel
holders1—2 x 6 translucent black windshield1—3 x 6 translucent black windshield1—1 x 2
translucent blue plate1—1 x 2 translucent blue tile1—1 x 2 translucent red plate1—1 x 2
translucent red tile2—1 x 1 translucent red round plates2—1 x 1 translucent yellow round tiles2
—1 x 1 clear round tiles4—wheelsSTEP 1: Grab a 4 x 10 black vehicle base with a 4 x 2
recessed center and the plates shown for building the base of the police car.STEP 2: Attach a 2
x 6 dark gray plate to the underside of the vehicle base on both sides. Then add a 4 x 4 dark
gray plate on the underside of the back end.STEP 3: Turn the vehicle base upside down. Attach
two 1 x 6 dark gray plates on the sides. Then attach a 1 x 4 dark gray plate and a 2 x 4 black
plate on the front end.STEP 4: Flip the vehicle base over again. Attach two 1 x 4 blue plates and
a 2 x 2 blue plate on the front end.
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Picky Shopper, “Great ideas for reusing lego pieces. I got this for our grandson who has a million
lego pieces and after the sets are taken apart wants to build more things. He has been getting
these books from the libray and hates to have to return them. I am not a creative builder on my
own but with the pictures and directions, I could even improvize a shark!! Easy to follow pictures
and instructions and what pieces you will need.”

T&N, “Fantastic, packed full of ideas. We have a lot of Legos gifted and bought over the years.
This book is excellent and has tons of projects that are easy to follow with lots of step by step
pictures. It also categorizes and explains the types of bricks. That’s especially helpful to us as
we’re in the process of getting our bricks organized. I’m certain that we will be buying other
books from this series and also giving copies as gifts to friends and family too.”

Susan in Maryland, “Helpful with the “I don’t know what to build”. This book is great for helping
children to come up with an idea of what to build. Especially when faced with an overwhelming
bin full of legos. They don’t need to build exactly what is pictured, but can learn to improvise with
the pieces that are on hand.”

Jackie Kittle, “Not if you only own ordinary Lego blocks. This is a nice book. Good paper and all
that but, if you only own ordinary Lego blocks, there are few projects that you can do. The title is
a bis misleading and my granddaughter was very disappointed.”

T1GGR, “Great Book however.... The book it self is great!However, the parts/pieces list is
provided. But the pieces needed are hard to find. That is very frusting to a child who has almost
everything but the small parts.”

Sarah Spalding, “Nice book.. This book is fine as long as you have all the different types of
pieces. Not quite what I was expecting though. Instructions can be a bit confusing for smaller
kids.”

Karen Janzen, “Xmas gift. Will be a Xmas gift for grandson. Like all LEGO products, it is very
good quality”

Friedrich Koebler, “satisfaisant. de belles idées de construction pour les enfants et livre bien fait”

The book by Sarah Dees has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 167 people have provided feedback.
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